
The options open to pension schemes 
trying to close funding deficits are pretty 
few right now. With interest rates at 
record lows, economic growth anaemic 
and markets high, the forecast returns 
on many assets are meagre. If there is a 
silver lining it may be that gilt yields are 
also low. As UK pension scheme liabilities 
are linked to gilt yields, this means that 
these liabilities may not be expected to 
grow as fast as they have historically. 
Moreover, owning assets that yield 
more than gilts could be a helpful way 
to gradually offset liabilities and thereby 
close deficits over time. All the more 
appealing if those assets can also help 
diversify risks in the portfolio.  
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Currently corporate bonds would qualify on both grounds 
– but only in some regions of the world. The US and UK 
are two areas where corporate bonds currently offer 
attractive long-term returns, most notably the US. Other 
regions, such as Europe and Japan, look less appealing. 
Economies in these areas still have more to do in terms of 
reviving economic growth, dispelling deflationary fears and 
injecting more monetary stimulus. As a result, corporate 
bond yields here are relatively low. This divergence in 
regional economic performances and bond yields around 

the world means that making blanket allocations to passive 
funds linked to global corporate bond indices is unlikely to 
bear fruit over the long term. Such indices typically have an 
allocation of around 40% to Europe and Japan, two areas 
which bond investors may wish to shy away from. Now may 
be the time to take a more tailored approach to regional 
corporate bond investment. 

The diversification advantage
As shown in Figure 1, the yields on UK and US long-dated 
corporate bonds are relatively high, and both offer a 
substantial margin over gilts. This may help explain why 
many pension fund investors already include UK corporate 
bonds in their portfolios. However, given its size and 
breadth, the UK market offers only limited diversification 
potential for UK schemes. For instance, there are 
somewhere between four and five times as many issuers 
in the US long-dated corporate bond indices as there are 
in their UK equivalents1, while liquidity has been falling in 
1  For example, the Barclays US Long Credit Index had 602 issuers as at 29 February 

2016, while the Barclays Sterling Corporate 15+ Year Index had only 112 at the 
same date.
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Figure 3: Long dated US corporate bonds currently offer an attractive yield pick up over gilts (% pa)
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Source: Barclays, Schroders as at 30 June 2016. The difference in yield to worst between the Barclays Long US Corporate Bond Index and the Barclays Sterling Gilts Index.
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Adding to the attractions of the US market is that the 
yield differential over gilts is close to historical highs 
(leaving aside the credit crisis in 2008-2009). At the time 
of writing, the yield pick-up is about 3% a year (Figure 3). 
As UK pension scheme liabilities are typically valued with 
reference to gilt yields, this means that US corporate bonds 
offer an opportunity to outperform liabilities over the long 
term, helping to close deficits.

Overcoming the risks
There are risks, of course. For instance, some corporate 
bonds could underperform, default or be downgraded. 
However the US corporate bonds considered here are 
investment grade (rated BBB or above), meaning that their 
issuers have a good prospect of meeting their financial 
commitments and have a relatively low risk of default. 

Another risk faced by investors in US bonds is currency. 
Holders of US bonds could record losses if the value of 
the dollar falls against sterling. Fortunately it is relatively 
straightforward when investing in overseas bonds to hedge 
against adverse currency movements. Currency forwards 
can be easily bought at low cost to guard against this effect. 

A less obvious risk is that US government bonds may 
fall against UK gilts and UK liabilities. The returns from 
US corporate bonds represent a combination of those 
from US government bonds, plus any corporate bond 
outperformance. This risk can be also be guarded against 
by selling US government bond futures and buying UK 
bond futures. Crucially, the holder of US corporate bonds 
will still receive their outperformance but now this will 
be in addition to the returns from UK gilts. Like currency 
forwards, these futures instruments are actively traded  
and incur low transaction costs. 

the UK market in recent years2. Moreover, the UK market 
tends to be skewed towards the financial and utility sectors, 
giving investors limited opportunities for diversification 
(Figure 2). As the UK market is smaller than the US it tends 
to be more dominated by large investors. This shows up 
in trading, with the UK market being much less regularly 
traded than the US. As at the time of writing, 3% of the UK 
corporate bond market had been traded in the previous 
month, compared with 31% of the US equivalent3.

By contrast, the US corporate bond market offers 
substantial diversification potential. It is significantly 
deeper than the UK market – not only in terms of the 
number of bonds issued but by value too – and also 
broader in terms of having a better balance of sectors.  
In addition, the US economy has shown some of the 
highest levels of economic growth since the financial  
crisis in the developed world. This bright economic 
performance has meant that the debt being issued  
in the US is relatively affordable for the companies  
concerned, while their balance sheets are in good shape.

There is also a plentiful supply. In 2015, $1.2 trillion of 
corporate debt was issued in the US4 or nearly three times 
the entire outstanding market in the UK, which issued only 
£32 billion of new debt in that year5. This stronger, larger 
and broader market, combined with much more regular 
issuance, allows for the creation of much more diversified 
credit portfolios. It also increases the opportunities for 
active managers to add value through stock selection and 
can make it easier for them to trade their portfolios.

2  “UK corporate bond liquidity running thin”, Neil Mehta, fixed income analyst at 
Markit, 28 October 2015, http://www.markit.com/Commentary/Get/28102015-
Credit-UK-corporate-bond-liquidity-running-thin. Also “What explains the fall in 
sterling corporate bond issuance?”, David Elliott and Menno Middledorp, Bank 
Underground, Bank of England, 1 April 2016.

3  Sterling corporate bond transactions reported by Euroclear and US Dollar by 
TRACE. These are compared to market sizes reported by Barclays. Transactions  
are reported over the 30 days to 5 July 2016.

4  JP Morgan as at 29th February 2016.

5  Barclays Research, Dealogic as at 29th February 2016.

Figure 2: The US corporate bond market is significantly larger and offers a better sector balance 
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Balancing both assets and liabilities
Even allowing for all these risks, we would still expect US 
corporate bonds to outperform gilts over the long term 
by a comfortable margin. Investors do need to be choosy, 
however. As with other bonds, yields increase with term. 
In other words, the longer the time until a US corporate 
bond matures, the more investors tend to be remunerated. 
Currently, longer-term issues can offer a 2% yield pick up, 
or more, over shorter-term offerings (Figure 4), which will 
be particularly attractive to pension scheme investors with 
a longer time horizon. 

Figure 4: Longer term US corporate bonds can offer 
more attractive yields (% pa)
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Source: Barclays, Schroders as at 29 June 2016. The yields to worst on the Barclays US 
Corporate Indices by term.

Of course, this differential is there for good reasons. One is 
that interest rates are expected to rise over the long term. 
Another is that issuers want to encourage investors to take 
on the extra risk of holding bonds over an extended period 
by offering them a higher coupon. For the investor, the 
longer the term, the more sensitive the bond is to changing 
interest rate expectations, particularly if rates rise faster 
than market forecasts. Thus a corporate bond offering 
a fixed coupon of, say, 4% a year is likely to become less 
attractive if forecasts for base interest rates suddenly move 
to 5% a year. Given that investors will be able to earn more 
elsewhere, the value of the bond will likely fall. 

Figure 3: Long dated US corporate bonds currently offer an attractive yield pick up over gilts (% pa) 
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Source: Barclays, Schroders as at 30 June 2016. The difference in yield to worst between the Barclays Long US Corporate Bond Index and the Barclays Sterling Gilts Index.

However pension scheme investors need to be cognisant 
that this interest rate risk affects both sides of the equation 
– assets and liabilities. Whilst corporate bonds may fall 
in value under this scenario, so would pension scheme 
liabilities. In other words, there would be an offsetting 
effect in terms of pension scheme funding positions. This 
provides a further incentive for holding US corporate 
bonds, as a means of delivering the liabilities. 

As shown in Figure 5, the total returns on US and UK 
corporate bonds are highly correlated over the long term. 
Consequently US corporate bonds can be substituted 
for their UK equivalents in pension scheme UK bond 
allocations reasonably easily. The US substitutes can  
deliver similar risk, return and matching characteristics, 
but offer more attractive breadth, depth, supply and often 
liquidity. All this means that a pension scheme wanting 
to offset the effect of interest rate movements on their 
liabilities could use a US corporate bond allocation as part 
of a broad liability driven investment portfolio.

Figure 5: The performance of US and UK corporate 
bonds is highly correlated 
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The correlations shown are between the total returns on the Barclays US Corporate 
Index and the Barclays Sterling Aggregate Corporate Index. Source: Barclays and 
Schroders as at 30 June 2016.
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Important Information: For professional investors only. Not suitable for retail clients. 
Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. 
The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and 
investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Schroders has expressed its 
own views and these may change. This communication is for information purposes only 
and does not constitute an offer to sell or any solicitation of any offer to buy securities 
or any other instrument described in this document. The information and opinions 
contained in this document have been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable. 
No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact or opinion. This does not exclude 
or restrict any duty or liability that Schroders has to its customers under the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended from time to time) or any other regulatory 
system. Reliance should not be placed on the views and information in the document 
when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. The forecasts included 

in this document should not be relied upon, are not guaranteed and are provided only 
as at the date of issue. Our forecasts are based on our own assumptions which may 
change. We accept no responsibility for any errors of fact or opinion and assume no 
obligation to provide you with any changes to our assumptions or forecasts. Forecasts 
and assumptions may be affected by external economic or other factors.Third party 
data is owned or licensed by the data provider and may not be reproduced or extracted 
and used for any other purpose without the data provider’s consent. Third party data 
is provided without any warranties of any kind. The data provider and issuer of the 
presentation shall have no liability in connection with the third party data. Issued in 
July 2016 by Schroder Investment Management Limited, 31 Gresham Street, London 
EC2V 7QA. Registration No. 1893220 England. Authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. For your security, communications may be taped or monitored. 
SCH43765.

Conclusion
So, while it is undeniable that UK pension schemes’ choices are limited in our low growth, low return world, 
they are far from non-existent. Long-dated US corporate bonds offer a real opportunity. Yields are at levels 
attractive enough to help close pension deficits over the long term, while the market offers more depth, breadth, 
opportunity and issuance than most other regions. As with any investment there are risks. They include rising 
interest rates, currency depreciation and a possible mismatch with UK liability movements. However, all are 
relatively easy to control using cheap and readily-traded instruments. As a result, we think more schemes should 
be willing to look across the Atlantic for a helping hand in managing deficits. There they may find an opportunity 
ready and waiting to be taken.

Should you want to investigate further the possibilities of buying long-dated US corporate bonds for your pension 
scheme, please contact your usual Schroders representative at ukpensions@schroders.com. 


